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Renew was for many years produced by Prof. Dave Elliott and Tam Dougan, then based at 
the Open University, as a bimonthly NATTA membership subscription journal, with, after 
issue 100, a free shortened version, Renew on Line (ROL), also produced for NATTA’s web 
page. Now run by NATTA independently of the OU, ROL is currently delivered as Blog, and 
continues with the same numbering system. It includes a Forum section for commentary and 
feedback. An expanded version, called Renew, continuing with the old Renew numbering 
system, is also produced for use by students on relevant courses, on a course linked password 
protected subscription basis. Course leaders wishing to subscribe on behalf of  
their students should contact NATTA for details of charges. Students on the  
OU Renewable energy course T313 have access to it: 

www3.open.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/course/t313.htm 
Send comments/contributions for the Forum section 
 to NATTA at D.A.Elliott@open.ac.uk  
Also see Renew Extra which is posted alternate months  
to the bimonthly Renew On Line at: http://renewextra.blogspot.co.uk 
For a full guide to NATTA’s various offerings, and access to our free  
annual end of year review, see: http://renewnatta.wordpress.com 
 

Green Energy Futures  Dave Elliott’s Palgrave book: 
www.palgrave.com/page/detail/green-energy-futures-david-elliott/?sf1=barcode&st1=9781137584427 Also see 
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/Blogs/2987641/renewable_energy_can_keep_the_lights_on_heres_how.html 
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1. UK developments 
UK Electricity projection NAO based on DECC data 
 

 
 

 
The above assumes electricity demand will rise. In its ‘Energy Challenge’ White Paper, which 
promoted the importance of nuclear, DECC projected that between 2005 and 2015 electricity 
generation would increase by around 12%. In reality it fell by 13%! And has not risen in 2016. 
See: http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/272376/6887.pdf p 93  
and: http://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends 
But DECC says electrification of heating and transport will push it all up - by 20% by 2035. 
Can’t that be met by renewables? Or are they too costly? Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s 
Michael Liebreich says: ‘When British commentators & politicians refer to renewable energy 
as “ludicrously expensive”, they clearly don’t realize how foolish they sound to anyone 
acquainted with cost data from around the world; and they have failed to grasp that one of 
the reasons why costs are higher in the U.K. is because of the policy uncertainty they have 
themselves helped to create.’ http://about.bnef.com/blog/liebreich-europe-at-a-clean-energy-crossroads/ 
Renewables will be cheaper than Hinkley… 

  
 

CfD strike prices £/MWh for Hinkley Point C, Onshore Wind & PV solar. Offshore wind is 
to get £85/MWh for projects starting up in 2026, which is when Hinkley might be running. 
CfD contracts require developers to deal with balancing, which might cost around 10% extra. 
www.newweather.org/2016/04/04/cancelling-hinkley-c-would-save-britain-at-least-30-40-billion-in-energy-bills-with-switch-to-renewables/ 

National Audit Office: 
http://www.nao.org.uk/report/nuclear-power-in-the-uk 

25% of power 
Renewables’ supplied 
25.1% of electricity in 
2016 Q1, up 2.3 
percentage points on 
the share in 2015 Q1, 
mostly reflecting 
increased capacity- to 
31.2GW- and despite 
lower wind speeds 
than last year. 
www.gov.uk/government/upload
s/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/532907/Section_6.pdf 
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Solar PV peaks at 24%               Technology 
 

According to the Solar Trade Association, there is almost 12 GW of solar PV capacity in 
place in the UK, which broke a new record in June, at one point generating 23.9% of UK 
electricity. Of course at times it produces zero output, and annual output is still under 2% of 
total UK electricity, but despite cut backs to the FiT, it’s still growing. However, there may be 
some problems ahead given a revaluation of the business rate tax for commercial projects. 
http://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/business_rates_tax_increases_to_hit_commercial_solar_in_april_2017 
First CfD backed solar farm: www.edie.net/news/10/First-solar-farm-with-contract-for-difference-connected/30670/ 

Wind power booms too, heading for a 20% annual contribution by 2020, with near 9 
GW onshore & over 5 GW offshore now. Next, the 92.4 MW Aberdeen Bay offshore project: 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jul/21/swedens-vattenfall-commits-uk-offshore-windfarm-despite-brexit-aberdeen-
donald-trump-golf-course But Trump is still trying to halt it! And some others got hit by a judicial review: 
www.newpower.info/2016/07/consents-quashed-for-2-3gw-of-scottish-offshore-wind-after-rspb-challenge/  RSPB did it! 

Renewable gas arrives  617 MW of biogas capacity                
Bio-methane produced from the anaerobic digestion of food or farm wastes is a low carbon 
energy source, given that the carbon dioxide produced when it is burnt in a vehicle, for heat or 
for electricity generation, is re-absorbed in the production of new bio-wastes. Although the 
volumes produced so far are low, they are growing, with some being added to the gas main, 
and that’s enabled some companies to include some biogas in the gas they sell to consumers. 
Ecotricity says it was the first to get into it. It’s selling a 5% green gas mix, but says that will 
grow ‘as we build our own Green Gas Mills’. And it is 6% of Good Energy’s domestic gas: 
http://www.goodenergy.co.uk/blog/articles/2016/04/13/green-gas-for-your-home-gas-that-does-good 
Green Energy has moved further - to 100%, with no premium price. It claims that ‘all our 
gas will come with a Green Gas certificate under this independent scheme www.greengas.org.uk.  
As Business Green noted, the offer of 100% green gas, even for a small company like this, 
with around 25,000 customers, wasn’t possible even two years ago. Green Energy’s CEO 
said: ‘We couldn't buy it commercially - everyone wanted a premium in 2014. Just like 
everyone wanted a premium in 2001. But we stuck with it, we built our knowledge of gas up, 
and there is sufficient gas now for us to supply our customers.’  With 200 AD plants running 
on UK farms, he estimated there’s enough to supply around 100,000 homes with green 
gas. And since by 2035, the government plans for green gas generation to increase 10-fold, he 
thought that we were at ‘the beginning of another renewables revolution’ with green gas 
becoming mainstream. Well let’s hope so, but (see below) the government has backed off its 
support for biogas waste AD - despite its £320m commitment to green heat/heat networks. 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/interview/2462965/green-energy-ceo-we-are-at-the-beginning-of-a-green-gas-revolution 
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/‘Plenty-of-opportunity’-for-heat-sector-growth-after-EU-exit/1256342 (subscriptions needed) 
An AD Market Report says there’s now 617 MW of biogas capacity, but the ADBA says the 
cut backs may mean 250MW less than hoped will be installed by late 2018: 
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/Biogas-production-increases-by-30-per-cent/1259562 (sub needed) 
And some RHI-backed biogas projects are not always good - or honest: 
www.energyvoice.com/otherenergy/113791/heating-empty-shed-land-farmer-1m-publich-money/ 
More positively, Labour has been pushing green gas and has backed a 
new report, the Green Gas Book, with a series of essays exploring the 
various biomethane, hydrogen, bioSNG and biopropane options. See Box. 
https://alansenergyblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/final-the-green-gas-book_96pp_v5.pdf 
Green grass In his chapter in the book, Dale Vince says Ecotricity are    
looking to use grass to make green gas. ‘Grass can yield twice as much  
gas per tonne of feedstock than food waste’, with low eco-impact. No artificial 
fertilisers were needed and ‘grass can be grown on marginal farmland and it can be grown as a break 
crop on food producing land. It doesn’t need to compete with food grown for human consumption’. 
Their proposed 10 MW AD ‘gas mills’ would each use 5,000 acres of land and produce enough energy 
for 5,000 homes - an acre each! 500 of them could he said meet the expected 2020 green heat shortfall, 
42.5 TWh p.a. based on the DECC target of getting 12% of heat from renewables; so far we had 4.9%. 

Green Gas book:  
National Grid says 
up to a third of 
UK domestic gas  
demand can be 
met from bioSNG 
and that this gas 
demand can be cut 
by a third by 2050 
so we just need to 
find the last third..  

See 
H21 
later 
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UK will miss its 2020 target      Technology gap? 
National Grid says the UK will miss its legally binding EU-imposed 15% by 2020 renewable 
energy target. Though progress on wind and solar-powered electricity has been quicker than 
some expected, electric and hydrogen car take-up needs to almost treble (from 15 to 40 TWh) 
to meet the EU 2020 target. And the uptake of clean heating systems like heat pumps is also a 
massive challenge - needing to increase from 35 to 95 TWh. The UK isn’t doing well overall: 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/30/uk-lacks-policies-to-meet-more-than-half-its-carbon-emissions-cuts-report 
On National Grid’s low-ambition scenario, the UK will miss the target by 9 years. Even the 
greenest scenario only reaches the target by 2022. But by then the UK may not be in the EU, 
so it can default on the target! However, the UK Climate Act’s 80% GHG emission cut by 
2050 target still stands, though National Grid says that might be attained with 22 GW of 
nuclear, 100 GW of renewables and 20 GW of fossil fuel generation with CCS: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-36710290 
But losing Hinkley won’t matter, says Prof. Jim Skea: ‘I don’t think security of supply is 
necessarily a worry that’s caused by Hinkley Point. It could be filled in by renewable energy 
and renewables projects have a three - or four-year planning timeline to get them through, 
whereas a nuclear station it’s decade at least, on experience. So there are other technologies 
that could come and fill the gap more quickly’: www.carbonbrief.org/carbon-brief-interview-prof-jim-skea 
The National Audit Office put it a little differently, but agreed that nuclear was more costly: 
‘Supporting early new nuclear projects could lead to higher costs in the short term than 
continuing to support wind and solar. The cost competitiveness of nuclear power is 
weakening as wind and solar become more established.’ The CfD system also perversely 
means that, since wholesale electricity costs are falling, there will be a ~£30bn Hinkley CfD 
‘top up’, passed on via retail price charges to consumers: http://www.nao.org.uk/report/nuclear-power-in-the-uk 
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jul/13/hinkley-point-c-cost-30bn-top-up-payments-nao-report                 

CCS: little movement http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmenergy/497/497.pdf 
www.ibtimes.co.uk/carbon-budget-how-funding-cuts-stalled-fight-against-climate-change-shredded-uks-reputation-1568038 
The NAO says the loss of the £1bn UK CCS programme will add (another!) £30bn to bills: 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/07/20/scrapping-uk-carbon-capture-plan-could-raise-energy-costs-says-n/ 
http://www.edie.net/news/11/CCS-competition-axe-could-cost-additional--30bn-to-meet-2050-carbon-targets 

Energy demand reduction The government has replied to an Energy & Climate 
Select Committee report on energy efficiency basically saying that markets and smart meters 
will fix it, and fuel poverty, better than subsidies, but the ECO scheme will stay on for a bit: 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmenergy/542/542.pdf 
Tidal delay We are awaiting the result of the new independent review of tidal options, 
including the Swansea Lagoon, led by one-time Tory energy minister Charles Hendry. It will 
focus on the ‘value for money’ economics: the Swansea team now say, in lifetime cost terms, 
their lagoon will be competitive with Hinkley! http://renews.biz/103387/lagoon-cost-same-as-hinkley 
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-07-13/debates/Hocdebdt20160713scrlgtghs_8Questionod9titidallagoons/TidalLagoons 

Leeds leads Switch over to hydrogen made from gas, with CCS, proposed 
in the H21 project. Good that ITM’s Power to Gas electrolysis technology will be 
looked at in the H21 plan, alongside fossil gas: www.smarternetworks.org/Project.aspx?ProjectID=1630.   
It wouldn’t need CCS. But it’s seen as marginal: ‘natural gas (predominantly methane), the 
lowest carbon dioxide emitter per unit of energy of any fossil fuel, produces about 180 
gm/kWh CO2 equivalent whereas hydrogen emits zero (at the point of use). The change over 
from natural gas to hydrogen has the potential to provide a very deep carbon emission 
reduction. The true carbon footprint of hydrogen depends on its source. For example, grid 
power electrolysis has very high emissions whereas hydrogen made from stripping the carbon 
atom from natural gas has about 50 gm/kWh CO2 equivalent including indirect emissions, a 
large reduction over the existing unabated natural gas fuel. Renewable based electrolysis 
could be used, but for the foreseeable future the required quantities do not look realistic’. 
www.northerngasnetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/H21-Executive-Summary-Interactive-PDF-July-2016-V2.pdf 

Better news  
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Capacity Market catchup  
 

We’ve had three Capacity Market auctions 
so far. Two market-wide, four-year ahead 
auctions were held in December 2014 (for delivery in 2018/19) 
and Dec. 2015 (for 2019/20), clearing at £19.40/kW and 
£18.00/kW respectively, and securing 49.3 GW and 46.4 GW of 
capacity for delivery in those years. In both of those the emphasis was, controversially, 
mostly on existing conventional capacity - fossil and nuclear. The latter is not much use for 
balancing! A smaller-scale Transitional Arrangements auction, focused just on the Demand 
Side Response (DSR) sector, was held in January 2016, securing 803 MW of DSR for 
2016/17 at a clearing price of £27.50/kW. Over half of the winning DSR capacity was new. 
That’s better. But what about storage, interconnectors and new balancing networks? See 
Boxes. They may all offer cost savings. The next auction is due later this year. 
https://www.emrdeliverybody.com/SitePages/Home.aspx 
*Cornwall Energy have estimated that securing sufficient capacity under this scheme would 
previously have cost £2.1bn in subsidies, but that ‘increased uncertainty caused by Brexit’, e.g. in 
relation to impacts on fuel costs and interconnector links, would add £364m to bills. Someone should 
put that on the side of a red bus! www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/07/16/brexit-to-add-350m-to-energy-bills/ 
 

Energy transmission- new options ETI looks at 
networks & new energy vectors, including hydrogen: www.eti.co.uk/eti-
appoints-element-energy-to-lead-new-energy-infrastructure-analysis-project                    
More grid links: www.newpower.info/2016/06/second-norway-gb-
interconnector-awarded-licence/   
Local Green Power may grow  
London’s new mayor, Sadiq Khan, is planning a not-for-profit 
energy company Energy for Londoners to target poorer customers, based on similar schemes 
in Bristol, Nottingham & Scotland. He said that it might use Transport for London’s land and 
buildings for PV. Also see: www.apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/local-authority-energy-collaboration/join-apse-energy/ 
Others: www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/portsmouth_city_council_to_spend_millions_on_rooftop_solar_roll_out 
Overview: www.theguardian.com/public-leaders-network/2016/jun/03/energy-companies-council-run-market-london 
Good weekly guide to UK-wide local energy project news: http://www.microgenscotland.org.uk/news 
Also good that AWEL got a £1.3m state loan for its community wind farm in S. Wales: www.awel.coop  
 

Goodbye to DECC - hullo to BEIS  An end to green tech progress?  
One of the casualties from the new Tory political alignment was DECC - the Department of Energy 
and Climate Change, now disbanded with some bits absorbed into a revamped Department of 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy under Greg Clark. Amber Rudd has moved to the Home 
Office, Andrea Leadsom to DEFRA. DECCs heyday was during the ConDem coalition government. 
Before that, energy had been covered by the Dept. of Trade and Industry (DTI), which had absorbed it 
from the ‘Department of Energy’ set up by Labour in the 1970s, so really we’re going backwards.  
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/back-to-the-dti-the-merger-of-decc-and-bis-is-a-new-opportunity-to-integrate-energy-and-industrial-policies-.html 
But ex-DECC permanent secretary Alex Chisholm claimed all will be well: ‘Energy and climate 
change will continue in a single department ensuring efficient paths to carbon reduction’.  
www.civilserviceworld.com/articles/news/new-department-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy-swallows-decc-and-bis-—-full 
Some others didn’t see it quite so positively. The Select Committee was also bemused: 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jul/15/decc-abolition-major-setback-for-uk-climate-change-efforts 
www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/energy-and-climate-change-committee/news-
parliament-2015/abolition-of-decc-chairs-statement-16-17/ 
Some see it all as signaling a retreat from serious climate change responses and as yielding to the likes 
of the Global Warming Policy Foundation and anti-renewable, pro nuclear lobbyists. We will have to 
wait to see. But it certainly indicates more of a ‘business’ focus, with price competition and consumer 
cost becoming even more central. That could of course hurt nuclear more than wind and PV, unless it 
continues to be excluded, as Hinkley was, from CfD auction competition. More likely there will be 
further cuts in renewables support - though it’s hard to see where since they have already been savage.   
BEIS outlines: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy 

 Storage  R&D at Birmingham University: 
www.ukerc.ac.uk/network/network-news/guest-blog-up-and-
down-the-scales-in-energy-storage.html 

Balancing cheap? 
www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.10
80/01430750.2016.1201910 

 

IMechE looks to CCS R&D and  
energy storage- and a clearer path:  
http://renews.biz/103514/uk-energy-
policy-needs-direction/ 

Shale gas looks grim: 
www.medact.org/wp/wp-
content/uploads/2016/07/Medact-
Notes-on-Shale-Gas-July-5-2.pdf 
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Brexit - a self inflicted disaster?  Policy developments                                                      
The context for UK energy policy and the prospects for renewables took something of a hit 
following the narrow referendum vote to leave the EU. Leading German engineering company 
Siemens has put new wind power investment plans in the UK on hold. Others may follow: 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/28/siemens-freezes-new-uk-wind-power-investment-following-brexit-vote 
On the policy side it looks grim: http://euanmearns.com/blowout-week-130-brexit-special/  More reactions: 
http://dailycaller.com/2016/06/24/brexit-is-also-a-repudiation-of-eu-global-warming-
mandates/   https://judithcurry.com/2016/06/25/brexit-and-climate-change/ 
and www.carbonbrief.org/brexit-94-unanswered-questions-for-climate-and-energy-policy 
Even this: http://dailycaller.com/2016/06/28/thinkprogress-global-warming-caused-brexit/ 
One UK outcome was that, during the battle over Jeremy Corbyn’s 
leadership, Lisa Nandy resigned as Labour shadow energy secretary. 
So did shadow energy minister Dr Alan Whitehead, Labour’s long 
standing green energy backer and PRASEG chair. Much larger 
political and economic impacts are likely as the UK enters 
uncharted waters: www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/28/leave-vote-
makes-uks-transition-to-clean-energy-harder-say-experts This seems to sum it up 
well- it’s a self-inflicted mess, with few good outcomes likely, just a 
list of problems: https://energyfutureslab.wordpress.com/2016/06/28/is-brexit-really-
brexit-at-all-and-what-will-it-mean-for-us/ But Brexit has still not been 
formalized and the worst may yet be avoided or fudged under 
whatever emerges from the current flurry of realignments. Certainly 
Amber Rudd, then still Energy Secretary, tried to mount a damage 
limitation exercise: ‘While the decision to leave the EU is 
undoubtedly significant, the challenges we face as a country remain 
the same’. The government remained ‘fully committed’ to facing up 
to climate change and to ‘delivering the secure, affordable, clean 
energy our families & business need’. She added ‘There have been 
significant advantages to us trading energy both within Europe and 
being an entry point into Europe from the rest of the world. Europe 
has led the world on acting to address climate change. The economic 
imperative that drove those relationships has not changed, an 
openness to trade remains central to who we are as a country. As 
the Prime Minister said, we will work towards the best deal possible 
for Britain.’ But all is still in flux and meanwhile the already 
established energy programme rumbles on, focused on security of 
supply and new infrastructure, including heat networks. Rudd said 
‘we remain committed to building a secure, affordable low carbon 
infrastructure fit for the 21st Century’. But now she’s gone! 
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/amber-rudd-speech-to-the-business-climate-summit 
www.edie.net/news/11/Amber-Rudd--UK-won-t--turn-our-back--on-climate-change-after-Brexit  
Carbon Budget set  Subsequently the government set a target of reducing 
carbon emissions by 57% by 2030 on 1990 levels, accepting the Committee on Climate 
Change proposals and allaying fears that this legally binding fifth carbon budget would be 
weakened by Brexit. 57% is tougher 
than the 40% EU target to which the 
UK signed up. Good news - but then 
UK has big nuclear aims! 
 http://www.gov.uk/guidance/carbon-budgets 
And the overall picture is still grim: 
http://euanmearns.com/can-the-uk-meet-the-fifth-
carbon-budget/   And with Brexit, and 
DECC gone, it may get worse. 
But there are still some good signs: 
 www.jeremyleggett.net/2016/07/state-of-the-
transition-june-2016-a-long-list-of-advances-the-short-list-of-setbacks-including-brexit/ 

Brexit Costs  
 

In addition to citing a 
£350m extra cost for the 
Capacity Mechanism 
(above), the Telegraph 
estimated that exclusion 
from EU internal energy 
market could mean 
£500m a year in higher 
costs for UK consumers 
due to disruption to 
electricity trading and 
new grid links: 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/
2016/07/02/what-does-brexit-
mean-for-the-key-parts-of-the-
uk-economy/ 
 

More urgently an R&D 
funding gap may open 
up. The EU Horizon 
R&D scheme supports 
many key UK energy 
projects, in collaboration 
with researchers across 
the EU. With Brexit, 
though the UK may still 
be able to bid, it may 
soon be harder- as is 
already becoming clear: 
www.theguardian.com/education/
2016/jul/12/uk-scientists-
dropped-from-eu-projects-
because-of-post-brexit-funding-
fears 
 

On the bight side 
New Scientist- 9/7 says the 
EU may be greener with 
the UK not blocking 
regulations- though the 
net effect planet-wide 
may not be good! 
 

All change at the top  Secretary of State Greg Clark 
apart, new faces at BEIS are Ministers Baroness Neville-
Rolfe, Jesse Norman and Nick Hurd. More worrying is Boris 
Johnson as Foreign Secretary- will he represent us at COPs?! 
 www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/borisjohnson/9814618/Its-
snowing-and-it-really-feels-like-the-start-of-a-mini-ice-age.html  
By contrast Andrea Leadsom has said she was ‘committed to 
dealing with climate change.’ But she clearly backs nuclear: 
she has called for 18GW! www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-
energy-minister-underscores-importance-of-nuclear-power-06071601.html 
Maybe not ideal for Defra, to which she has moved.  
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AD Biogas to be cut  
 

Before its demise DECC proposed to entirely cut Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs) for large anaerobic 
digestion (AD) and severely reduce subsidies for small and medium scale plants, so as to stay 
within the LCF cap and limit consumer power costs: www.gov.uk/government/consultations/review-of-
support-for-anaerobic-digestion-and-micro-combined-heat-and-power-under-the-feed-in-tariffs-scheme 
FiTs for small and medium sized AD plants (250-500kWe) would be cut by 27% by January 
2017, while any AD plant 500kWe or above 
would have FiTs removed totally by then.  
The Renewable Energy Association said the 
proposed tariffs for small and medium scale 
AD plants would be around 46% and 35% 
lower than the ‘minimum viable levels’ that it 
recommended during its response to the 2015 
FiT review: ‘We see support being given to 
new gas power plants, as well as to fracking. 
Biogas is a domestic source of low-carbon 
energy, is delivering new electricity and heat 
capacity now, and has strong public support, 
yet faces drastic cuts. There’s an opportunity 
here with AD to significantly reduce GHG 
emissions, to repurpose unavoidable food 
wastes, and to provide dispatchable low-
carbon heat & power.’  
The Anaerobic Digestion and Bioresources  
Association said: ‘Removing support for new  
plants above 500 kW is completely unjustified  
and will kill off projects which could 
otherwise have delivered DECC’s objectives 
while representing good value for money’.  
It does seem odd - DECC was supposed to  
favour the use of wastes over energy crops,  
and AD allows for the retention of nutrients, 
unlike biomass combustion. ADBA’s CEO  
also noted that ‘Where biogas really stands 
out is its flexibility. You can decide, when you 
produce biogas, whether you want to combust 
it for electricity and heat or whether you want 
it to upgrade it to biomethane and inject it into 
the gas grid or use it for transport fuel. That 
flexibility is very important, because it can 
decarbonise difficult areas like the gas grid, 
so decarbonising home heating without the 
need to change the boilers & heating systems 
that people use. It can decarbonise heavy 
goods transport where there aren’t too many 
alternatives and it can provide efficient 
electricity and heat for on-farm or on-site use. On the electricity side, it’s particularly 
important that the biogas is produced constantly, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, meaning it 
can help to balance the intermittent renewables, providing that baseload capacity which helps 
avoid capacity constraints on the electricity network. Potentially, if it was well incentivised, it 
could also provide dispatchable power and meet peak demand.’ See Box for Labour’s view. 
Interview: www.renewableenergymagazine.com/article/uk-renewables-threatened-again-rem-talks-to-20160602 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/06/05/farmers-lead-backlash-against-green-energy-subsidy-cut/                     
A refreshing view of bio-options & other renewables: www.nature.com/nmat/journal/v15/n2/full/nmat4485.html 

Labour’s Green Gas push                                                                                   
‘Turning certain rubbish materials and farm and 
food waste into various types of biogas- ‘green 
gas’ - holds the potential to cut costs, radically 
reduce pollution, and decrease our reliance on 
imports. Crucially, using more green gas could 
make a real impact on the decarbonisation of 
heat without the need to overhaul our national 
gas pipeline and heat delivery infrastructure and 
without significant technical barriers.’ So say 
Labour MPs Lisa Nandy and Caroline Flint in the 
Green Gas book. In her separate chapter, Flint 
notes that there are 172 on-farm AD plants 
producing enough heat for 240,000 homes and a 
further 50 biomethane plants generate enough 
heat for 155,000 homes. But she says ‘dwarfing 
this are some 447 AD plants generating 
electricity from biogas. 556MW each year, 
electricity for 750,000 homes. The problem is that 
taking biogas and using it to power turbines to 
generate electricity is considerably less efficient 
than using the gas to heat homes. The subsidies 
available from Government to help grow low 
carbon energy have distorted the investment, 
leading to far more electricity generation than 
green gas.’ Clearly she wants a change. But is 
there enough green gas to go around? In his 
chapter Tony Glover from the Energy Networks 
Association notes that ‘National Grid’s 2015 
Future Energy Scenarios report highlights the 
potential for a 10-fold increase in the number of 
green gas connections to the grid over the next 
decade, indicating a possible 416 connections by 
2025 and 700 connections by 2035. This equates 
to approximately 40 TWh/year of green gas from 
AD injected to the grid by 2035, around 5% of the 
total UK gas demand and around 10% of the UK 
domestic gas demand. More recent industry 
estimates, which also include other renewable 
gases such as Bio-substitute natural gas (Bio 
SNG) and Power to Gas (P2G), suggest that the 
full potential of renewable gas may be over twice 
this level. Additionally, as UK gas demand 
continues to decrease, this proportion could 
become much higher.’ It’s seen as better than 
ripping out gas boilers!  See book ref. on p.3. 
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All change with BEIS dealing with DECCs left overs  

Greg Clark is overall Secretary of State, but Nick Hurd is now Climate Change and Industry 
Minister within the new Department of Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy - maybe the 
hardest job ever. Here’s part of Business Green’s take on what he needs to face up to: ‘In the 
wake of the decision to delay the Hinkley Point contract almost every single component of the 
UK’s energy and climate strategy - nuclear, CCS, onshore wind, solar, offshore wind, gas 
infrastructure, domestic energy efficiency - is facing some form of delay, uncertainty, 
roadblock, or spending cut…  The various components of Hurd’s daunting in-tray, including 
the promised new Carbon Plan, the upcoming offshore wind and capacity auctions, the 
determination of clean energy funding for post-2020, the implications for Brexit on State Aid 
and the energy union, the proposed privatisation of the Green Investment Bank, and the 
overhaul of energy efficiency policy, provide a unique opportunity to make the dream of 
integrated climate and industrial policy a reality. The team at BEIS has the experience and 
expertise to deliver, they now need to demonstrate they have the political nous and backbone 
required to deliver the low carbon industrial strategy the UK desperately needs.’ 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/blog-post/2466648/can-nick-hurd-deliver-where-others-have-failed-and-marry-climate-and-industrial-policy 
Whose who in BEIS:  www.edie.net/news/11/BEIS-Business-Energy-Industrial-Strategy-new-ministers-confirmed/ 

How have they done so far?  
Well, for a start, quite apart from the mess over Hinkley (see later), not too well on biomass 
CHP. DECC laid an amendment to the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) before Parliament on 
7 July, a week before it was replaced by BEIS. The amendment, which took effect on 1st 
August, effectively reduces the financial support for many combined heat and power (CHP) 
systems throughout the UK - over 30 may be impacted. Biomass CHP plants that have a 
power efficiency lower than 20% will see a reduction in subsidy payments through the RHI 
scheme, which BEIS says will ‘close a loophole’ in existing regulations. But neither DECC 
nor BEIS formally consulted with the industry on the amendment. That led to bitter responses. 
The Renewable Energy Association said ‘More than £140m worth of investment is affected by 
this change, with a planned renewable energy capacity totalling 203 MW heat and 20 MW 
power. The industry was preparing for a new tariff structure from spring 2017, as outlined in 
the recent RHI consultation, but no one was warned about this change. The industry has 
invested in good faith in these projects, some which have been in preparation and 
construction for up to two years. More than £22m has been paid in non-refundable deposits.’ 
A proportion of the heat that these plants produce will still qualify for the biomass-CHP RHI 
tariff, with the remainder qualifying for the relevant standard biomass tariff, but overall they 
will loose out. By way of explanation BEIS said ‘previously, companies could get double the 
amount of subsidy by generating electricity as well as heat, even if the amount of electricity 
they were producing was very small. The changes will mean that companies will receive 
payments that better reflect the amount of electricity they actually produce.’  
www.edie.net/news/11/BEIS-under-fire-for-changes-to-RHI-renewable-heat-support-for-CHP                                        
There’s still no word on the tidal lagoon, or the next round of the CfD which might support 
it, as well as more offshore wind projects - a bit hit by RSPBs opposition to 2.3 GW of 
Scottish proposals (see below). And the rest of the RHI adjustments have still to be resolved.  
So not so good so far, and with nuclear stalled, many green options still blocked and coal due 
to go soon, the Telegraph suggested one way out was gas - and fracking! But that too is has 
problems and even if allowed on a significant scale, it would take some time to ramp up: 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/08/03/britain-faces-a-nasty-shock-when-the-global-energy-cycle-turns/ 
By contrasts, the Times, perhaps a little oddly, came up with Artificial Photosynthesis, an 
interesting blue skies idea* as Jonathon Porritt remarked in a post which also reviewed how 
he felt Greg Clark may react: www.jonathonporritt.com/blog/hinkley-point-greg-clark-and-fate-nation 
*Artificial Photosynthesis: http://www.carboncapturejournal.com/ViewNews.aspx?NewsID=3777 
Fine, but what’s wrong with wind, wave, tidal and PV, plus end use efficiency e.g. the LED option: 
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2987760/the_urgent_case_for_an_mass_s 
witch_to_led_lighting.html 
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How not to do it - Green Deal review 
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) says failures in the design  
and implementation of the Green Deal household energy efficiency 
schemes put public money at risk & must not be repeated. The PAC 
report says the take-up for the Government-backed commercial loan 
scheme was ‘woefully low’ since it was not tested adequately. The forecast of demand for 
Green Deal loans was very optimistic, and ‘gave a completely misleading picture of the 
scheme’s prospects to Parliament & other stakeholders’. DECC forecast that the Green Deal 
Finance Company would provide loans worth over £1.1 bn by end 2015: it was actually £50 m.  
The Committee raises concerns that while taxpayers provided £25 m, more than a third of the 
initial investment in the Green Deal Finance Company, to cover set-up and operational costs, 
DECC had no formal role in approving company expenditure or ensuring it achieved value 
for money. The £25 m has now been written off.  Meg Hillier MP, Chair of the PAC, said:  
‘The Government rushed into the Green Deal without proper consideration of concerns about 
its weaknesses. Not enough work went into establishing the scheme’s appeal to households, 
nor to its implementation, nor to examining the experience of governments setting up similar 
schemes overseas. This blinkered approach resulted in a truly dismal take-up for Green Deal 
loans and a cost to taxpayers of £17,000 for every loan arranged. Savings in CO2 were 
minimal. Accountability to government of the Green Deal Loan Company - which spent 
public money on the expectation that it would need to support 3.5 million loans, compared to 
the 14,000 taken up - was institutionally weak. There is no doubt householders and taxpayers 
in general have been ill-served by these schemes and the Government must learn from its 
mistakes to ensure they are not repeated in this or indeed any other policy areas.’  
www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/news-
parliament-2015/household-energy-efficieny-schemes-report-published-16-17/      

RSPB low impact renewable scenarios        
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds may have problems with some  
wind projects (see Box), but long term it says that, if properly sited, around four  
times the UK’s current annual energy consumption could come from renewables, 
with low ecological risk: onshore wind could expand to be six times the current  
level, ‘with low risk for wildlife and protected landscapes’, while solar farms  
could expand, while taking account of impacts on food production & land- 
use change. Offshore wind could safely supply nearly 3.5 times the UK’s total  
current annual energy consumption. And using only some of these potentials, it 
looks at scenarios with renewables supplying up to 88% of total UK power by  
2050, with careful biomass use limits to protect the environment. The cost was  
found to range up to 9.5% more than the higher-carbon business-as-usual case.   
Overall, we can & should ‘set the ambition: 100% low carbon energy by 2050’: 
www.rspb.org.uk/Images/energy_vision_summary_report_tcm9-419580.pdf 
It has some Carbon Capture & Storage, but RSPB has said that enthusiasm for negative 
carbon technologies like BECCS may be misplaced - conservation and enhancement of  
natural forests, peat-lands & other natural sinks and reservoirs are better bets:  
www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-experts-assess-the-feasibility-of-negative-emissions - lanchbery  
 

A message that bears repeating Renewables with smart balancing can meet all our 
needs: www.chroniclelive.co.uk/business/business-news/newcastle-professor-says-uk-could-11640743 

Climate We couldn’t resist this impassioned call: www.desmog.uk/2016/07/20/lord-
deben-busts-ridley-and-lawson-s-climate-science-denial-epic-post-brexit-speech And this reaction: 
www.express.co.uk/news/politics/691402/Climate-change-targets-hit-poor-Tory-peer-Lord-Lawson-
says It does all beg the question of whether, after Brexit, the UK can really make a 
global trade killing on its own: it has little green energy tech as yet to sell - most of it 
(for wind and PV) is imported. And most of the big energy projects in the UK are 
funded by inward investment. Will that continue? It’s not just Hinkley that’s at risk..  

RSPB halts 
2.3 GW of 
offshore 
wind:  
www.bbc.co.uk/n
ews/uk-scotland-
tayside-central-
36836316 
A sad saga, but 
project 
revisions and 
new rulings 
may still 
follow. RSPB 
still supports 
well-sited 
schemes.  
 

Next CfD 
aims up-scale 
i.e. no PV! 
www.renewablee
nergyworld.com/
articles/2016/07/
uk-to-support-
centralized-
renewable-
energy.html 
PV for M&S 
www.jonathonpo
rritt.com/blog/ms
-energy-society 

How to do it?  
Go for offshore wind: 
www.theguardian.com/busin
ess/2016/aug/04/windfarms-
hinckley-poi’\nt-plant-
henrik-paulsen-dong 
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Hinkley - uncertainty grows                Nuclear 
It’s been a bad time for Hinkley. First it’s build cost estimates rose to £21bn (see Box): 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/05/12/hinkley-point-costs-could-rise-to-21bn-edf-admits.  
Then the NAO said there might be a £30bn CfD top-up bill: see above. And fearing a spread 
of the costly mess, Tim Yeo, one-time Tory chair of the Energy and Climate Change Select 
Committee and now chair of New Nuclear Watch Europe, a nuclear industry-funded pressure 
group, called for a review of which nuclear  
projects are most likely to be built. ‘As delays 
at Hinkley continue, the government needs to 
take a much more proactive stance to prevent 
collateral damage to other new nuclear  
projects in the UK. We need to know what  
Plan B looks like in order to meet our 
decarbonisation targets and to harness the  
potential for UK nuclear supply chain jobs.  
The government should commission an  
urgent study of which nuclear technologies 
offer the best value for money and are most  
appropriate for UK sites’. FT 14/5/16  
But uncertainties continue to rise over some  
of the other projects e.g. Hitachi’s ABWR:  
www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/divisions-over-future-welsh-nuclear-
11238841 And Nugen’s 3.3 GW Moorside AP1000: 
http://corecumbria.co.uk/news/nugen-abandons-moorside-build-time-programme-and-
admits-2-year-delay-for-first-reactor/  Who pays if it over-runs? http://realfeed-
intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2016/05/will-japanese-or-us-governments-end-up.html 
Small Modular Reactors? A tough challenge, as even supporters accept, at best some way off, with a 
tiny UK budget: http://euanmearns.com/the-uks-small-modular-reactor-competition/ 
Unsurprisingly SHE called for a non-nuclear Plan B: www.no2nuclearpower.org.uk/news/campaign-update/stop-
hinkley-campaign-calls-for-a-renewables-plan-b-for-hinkley/ and rounding it all off Prof. Stephen Thomas saw the 
Hinkley saga as a big policy failure: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516303044 

..then Brexit adds uncertainty EDF & the other foreign companies aiming 
to build nuclear plants in the UK said Brexit wouldn’t hurt, but PwC said it ‘could have a 
significant impact on our nuclear program. Ongoing uncertainty in the market, at least in the 
short term, could affect access to capital and investor confidence in what is already a limited 
trading arena. And while the UK government will need to work out political, trading and legal 
issues, we will also potentially need to renegotiate our involvement in the Euratom Treaty’: 
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-The-Brexit-effect-on-UK-nuclear-24061601.html 
The Energy & Climate select committee chair said that Hinkley was now ‘in a very different 
position. At the very least the final investment decision will again be kicked down the road. 
You can’t see the French committing billions to a country they thought was in the EU and is 
no longer.’ And DECC came up with some revised lifetime costs, based on lower sales prices: 
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jul/07/hinkley-point-c-nuclear-plant-costs-up-to-37bn 
http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2016/07/07/hinkley-fall-in-wholesale-price-adds-billions-to-consumer-costs-says-decc/ 

..and finally EDF’s last ditch push got blocked  
EDF nevertheless pressed ahead, launching a €4bn share offer, €3bn of which will be bought 
by the French government, to keep it afloat. On that basis, despite the resignation of yet another 
senior executive (who though it was ‘too risky’), EDF’s board voted 10 to 7 for it to go ahead. 
But then the new UK government announced that it wanted to review the whole thing! EDF & 
the Chinese backers were amazed - but all bets are off until ‘the autumn’…with DECC gone!  
Some reactions: http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2016/07/so-now-hinkley-disaster-will-be-blamed.html 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-hinkley-very-risky-bet-bbc-radio-wales-tom-burke 
http://drdavidlowry.blogspot.co.uk/2016/07/the-nuclear-sieve-why-hinkley-c-is-on.html 

Costs EDF has put Hinkley’s construction cost at 
£18bn, now raised to £21bn with extra contingency 
estimates, but there would also be capital borrowing/ 
financing costs which could push it up more- the EU 
once put the total at £34bn with debt financing, but it 
may be £24bn (£27bn with the new extra) under the 
current mostly foreign equity finance deal, tied to the 
project rather than to EDF- which the unions don’t like: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-1093_en.htm 
Andrea Leadsom, then Energy Minister, said: ‘Hinkley 
will add about £10 to a typical U.K. household’s 
annual bill by 2030. Alternative plans to generate the 
same amount of power would probably be more 
expensive.' Really? Maybe if it’s other nuclear- not if 
it’s PV/ wind: even off shore wind may cost 25% less: 
http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2016/07/dutch-tencder-
award-for-offshore-wind.html 
http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2016/06/03/uk-government-
confused-over-cost-of-hinkley/ 

NAO- we can’t do it all:  
www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jul/21
/brexit-could-force-multibillion-pound-
projects-to-be-scrapped-says-nao-chief   
Hinkley might have to go.. 

www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Reactions-to-
Hinkley-Point-C-developments-2906162.html 
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2. Global news & developments 
    IEA says emissions from energy stabalised globally  

 
The International Energy Agency suggests that electricity generated by renewables played 
an important role in stemming the rise in CO2 emissions, having accounted for some 90% of 
new electricity generation in 2015. In parallel with the levelling out of CO2 emissions, the 
global economy continued to grow by more than 3% last year, ‘offering further evidence that 
the link between economic growth and emissions growth is weakening’. 
www.iea.org/newsroomandevents/pressreleases/2016/march/decoupling-of-global-emissions-and-economic-growth-confirmed.html                
But NOAA says overall CO2 levels are still rising…                                    

 
Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations rose more between Feb 2015-Feb 2016 than in  
any other period back to 1959, says the US National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration’s Earth System 
Research Lab. Red line shows seasonal cycles, black line the adjusted average. Levels elsewhere in the world 
may differ initially, it takes time to mix. It’s not all due to energy production and use, or vehicles, but also to 
industry and agriculture. NOAA report 
www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/03/09/atmospheric-carbon-dioxide-levels-are-showing-a-startling-increase 

WEC says business is now onboard The 2016 World Energy Council's 
Issues Monitor report surveyed 1,000 energy leaders from 90 countries, revealing high levels 
of engagement with innovative new clean technologies and growing concerns about the 
potential impact of climate risks. It says that energy executives are increasingly engaged with 
the need to transition to a low carbon energy systems and are stepping up their interest in 
emerging clean technologies such as energy storage, and innovative new market designs. 
*New wind and PV will out-produce US shale oil over the next 5 years - Goldman Sachs  
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-30/wind-solar-power-to-supply-more-energy-than-shale-goldman-says  
Media blind to Big Solar:  https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/why-does-the-media-ignore-grid-scale-solar/ 

BECCS
won’t 

help  
 

Some fear 
COP21’s 
stress on 
carbon 
negative 
remedies: 
www.resilienc
e.org/stories/2
016-01-07/the-
hidden-
agenda-how-
veiled-techno-
utopias-shore-
up-the-paris-
agreement 
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Renewables Boom globally…                                                 
According to the 10th Global Trends in 
Renewable Energy Investment 2016, 
prepared for the UN Environment 
Programme by the Frankfurt School and 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance, investments in renewables totaled $286 bn in 2015, 3% 
higher than the previous record in 2011. Coal & gas-fired electricity generation drew under 
half the record investment made in solar, wind and other renewables.  Developing world 
investments in renewables (up 19% in 2015) topped those of developed nations for the first 
time in 2015 (which were down 8%). Much of these record-breaking developing world 
investments took place in China (up 17% to $102.9 bn). Other developing countries showing 
increased investment included India, South Africa, Mexico and Chile. Interestingly, 
investment in the US was up 19% to $44.1 bn.  
In all, renewables, excluding large hydro, made up 53.6% of the capacity of all technologies 
installed in 2015, the first time it has represented a majority. That shows that structural 
change is under way. However, the large scale of already-built conventional generation 
capacity means that non-hydro renewables only accounted for just over 10% of world 
electricity supply last year, though if hydro is included that more than doubles it - see below.   
The UNEP report has a section on grid balancing and storage which it sees as a key new 
issue. It says that gas turbines and hydro can help balance long term variations in renewable 
inputs, while demand response and supergrid links can deal with medium term balancing, but 
for shorter term balancing some storage systems, including batteries, now reducing rapidly in 
cost, can deliver power instantly, though usually not for long times.  
http://fs-unep-centre.org/publications/global-trends-renewable-energy-investment-2016 

..and capacity builds - supplying 24% 
IRENA’s Renewable Energy Capacity Statistics 2016, shows that 
renewable generation capacity increased by 152 GW or 8.3% in 2015, the 
highest annual growth rate on record. Wind power grew 63 GW (17%) 
due to falls in onshore turbine prices of up to 45% since 2010. Solar 
increased 47 GW (37%) thanks to price drops of up to 80% for 
PV modules. Hydro capacity increased by 35 GW- 3%. 
Bioenergy, geothermal and marine energy capacity increased 
roughly 5% each (by 5, 1 & 25 MW respectively). Regionally, 
the fastest growth was in developing countries: Central America and the Caribbean grew at 
14.5%, while 58% of new additions came from Asia, where capacity expanded by12.4%. 
Capacity increased by 24 GW (5.2%) in Europe and 20 GW (6.3%) in North America. 
www.irena.org/News/Description.aspx?NType=A&mnu=cat&PriMenuID=16&CatID=84&News_ID=1446 
REN 21’s latest global survey: www.ren21.net/status-of-renewables/global-status-report/ It 
says that by the end of 2015, renewable capacity supplied ~23.7% of global electricity, with 
hydro providing ~ 16.6%. Modern renewables (mostly biomass) supplied ~8% of final energy 
for heating and cooling in buildings and industry, and about 4% of transport fuel.  
 

Global Climate Agreement  In April a total of 175 countries signed the COP21 Paris climate 
agreement at the United Nations in New York City, a record for an initial signing of an international accord. 
More should follow- with the big emitters, US and China (38% combined), due to ratify soon and the 28 member 
EU (~ 10%) later. But India has been wobbling- it may not even ratify next year. The Paris Agreement will come 
into force when 55 countries responsible for 55% of the world’s greenhouse gases have ratified the accord. The 
target date for the agreement to begin is 2020, though momentum is building so some say it could enter into force 
earlier. But there’s Brexit and then the US election! Trump says, if elected President, he would at the very least 
renegotiate the Paris climate agreement: www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-trump-climate-exclusive-
idUSKCN0Y82NW  www.nytimes.com/2016/05/27/us/politics/donald-trump-global-warming-energy-policy.html 
Brexit www.euractiv.com/section/climate-environment/news/un-boss-brexit-would-mean-rewriting-paris-agreement-on-climate-change/ 
Still waiting http://grist.org/politics/big-countries-are-still-waiting-to-ratify-the-paris-climate-deal-whats-the-holdup 

Additional global generating capacity, 2015                                                                                                        
Renewables (ex. hydro): 134 GW  Hydro: 22 
GW Nuclear: 15 GW Coal: 42 GW Gas: 40 GW  

Wind- 800GW? 
Global wind power 
will nearly double  
in the next 5 years  
as prices continue  
to fall & emission  
targets hit: Global  
Wind Energy Council  
 

Big global changes 
http://moneyweek.com/coal-and-
renewable-energy-tipping-point/ 
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EU 2020 targets may be missed       EU News                                    
The UK, France, Ireland and the Netherlands are lagging behind in the race to meet their 
legally-binding renewable energy targets for 2020, according to EU data. In 2014 nine 
Member States had already met their national 2020 targets for renewable energy, including 
Croatia, Estonia, Italy & Sweden: e.g. Sweden had reached 52.6%, surpassing its 49% target. 
But some had fallen behind e.g., in 2014 the UK was 8 percentage points below its 15% 
target! Overall, the EU was still 4 percentage points below its 20% 2020 target, though 
perhaps, post Brexit, with the weak UK presumably out of the running, it may be easier! 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2446732/uk-ireland-and-france-lagging-on-eu-renewable-targets 
Energy Matters ran a less than flattering review of progress being made in reaching the 2020 EU renewable 
energy targets using BP 2015 data: http://euanmearns.com/eu-2020-renewable-energy-targets-part-i/ 
Investment falls Part of the problem has been the fall in investment in renewables. 
At least compared to what’s happening elsewhere e.g. in China, with the overall global total 
rising. In part the EU fall could be since the cost of renewables has been falling, so you can 
get more capacity from less investment. Even so, it’s bad news. As the Guardian noted ‘In 
2010, Europe made up 45% of global clean energy investment, according to Bloomberg New 
Energy Finance (BNEF). But after peaking at $132bn in 2011, investment in the EU plunged 
by more than half, to 18% of the global total, or $58bn, in 2015. Michael Liebreich, chairman 
of the BNEF board, said the global financial crisis and its aftermath were to blame only in 
part. “Europe’s failure to respond [to the crisis was a factor and] global investors, scared 
about the survival of the euro, had plenty of reason to hesitate about putting money into euro-
dominated clean energy projects,” he said. But he also pointed to mistakes made by policy 
makers in member states, which he said had created a “boom-bust” cycle by initially showing 
strong support for renewables then rapidly rowing back as they feared the expense of 
successful subsidies.’ Uncertainty over Brexit also hadn’t helped! However, for good or ill, 
that’s now resolved, and the investment story is not all bleak. Wind was doing better, with 
€26.4bn invested in 2015. But the EWEA warned ‘The outlook for 2016 is not as rosy and 
we’re likely to see a dip in installations this year. Beyond this, the future for onshore wind is 
not clear as an unco-ordinated patchwork of policies across Europe continues to stifle 
progress, not least in the UK and Spain. We need to see more political appetite at European 
and national level, which means putting in place a vision for renewables into the next decade.’  
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/mar/23/european-clean-tech-industry-falls-into-rapid-decline 
BNEF’s Michael Liebreich did say that ‘in terms of renewable penetration, Europe is still the 
world leader. Renewable energy is likely to have provided some 30% of Germany’s electricity 
in 2015, about 50% of Denmark’s, 38% of Spain’s, 33% of Italy’s and nearly 25 percent of 
the U.K.’s’, but he added that it was tragic that ‘Europe lost its renewable energy mojo just as 
costs were plummeting to the point where green power is fully competitive without subsidies 
in more and more parts of the world. If solar power can be built for 5.85 U.S. cents/kWh in 
Dubai, or $4.8 c/kWh in Peru, or 6.4 c/kWh in India, why not in Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
Greece or Croatia? If wind power can be delivered for 3 U.S. cents per kWh in Morocco and 
4 c/ kWh in the US, why not in France, Spain, Portugal, or, heaven forbid, the U.K.?.’ 
http://about.bnef.com/blog/liebreich-europe-at-a-clean-energy-crossroads/ 
 

HVDC supergrid development backed by the EU                 Better news 
The EU now has a 4-year project to boost the development of meshed High Voltage Direct Current 
(HVDC) offshore grids. The project, part of the Horizon 2020 Research Program, aims to develop 
and demonstrate diode rectifier offshore converters, multi-vendor HVDC grid protection systems and 
full power testing of HVDC circuit breakers. The project will also develop a regulatory and financial 
framework for co-ordinated planning, construction and operation of integrated offshore structures. 
DNV GL, one of the partner organisations, said: ‘Combining new HVDC technologies within present 
systems is instrumental in bringing large-scale renewables into the grid and to ensure a future-proof 
grid which is affordable, reliable and sustainable’. http://renews.biz/101921/eu-spotlight-on-offshore-links/ 
*A supergrid linking N. Africa and Europe could help both regions reach near 100% renewable energy says the 
Fraunhofer Institute: https://cleantechnica.com/2016/04/21/mena-europe-supergrid-facilitate-near-100-renewable-energy/ 
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Energy Efficiency in the EU - slow progress 

 
EEW ranks EU countries, showing overall slow policy progress to the 20% target cut in energy use: 
http://ow.ly/10yZnU pic.twitter.com/zAnEBsHxEM                                                                             Also on efficiency funding, which rose to €7.1bn in 2014:  
http://energycoalition.eu/sites/default/files/Ecofys%20EEFundingTracker2016_Final.pdf  Evidently not enough… 

Cheaper offshore wind pledge  In a joint statement to EU policy  
makers, 11 companies including RWE, Eon, Vattenfall, Statoil, Siemens and GE,  
say they can drive offshore wind costs down to €80/MWh by 2025, but are worried  
about the lack of post-2020 EU renewables targets: http://renews.biz/102944/oceans-11-pledge-80mwh/ 
Bioenergy in EU Cities: www.worldbioenergy.org/content/wba-publishes-new-report-important-role-bioenergy-european-cities 

EU on Capacity Mechanisms- not all good! 
A European Commission ‘state aid’ inquiry on capacity mechanisms says ‘they can increase security of 
electricity supply, but many Member States must be more thorough assessing whether they are necessary and 
in their design to ensure they are targeted and cost-effective’. e.g., ‘unnecessary and badly designed capacity 
mechanisms can distort competition, hinder electricity flows across borders and lead to consumers overpaying 
for electricity’.  It’s a consultative report, not the final thing, but the inquiry indicated that currently the market 
on its own may not maintain appropriate levels of security of supply in certain regions, partly perhaps because 
‘rather low price caps are in place in several countries or investors may not believe electricity prices will rise 
sufficiently in times of scarcity to encourage investment in capacity’. It said ongoing reform plans to current 
electricity market design, one of the key objectives of the EU’s Energy Union, aim to improve market 
functioning in the future. In specific cases, though, the EC says ‘capacity mechanisms may be necessary, for 
instance to bridge the transitional period in which shortages may occur’. However, there were concerns: ‘In 
most Member States the price paid for electricity capacity is not determined through a competitive process’ 
and, ‘many capacity mechanisms do not allow all potential capacity providers or technologies to participate, 
which may unnecessarily limit competition among suppliers or raise the price paid for the capacity’. Also, 
‘power plants from other Member States are rarely allowed to directly or indirectly participate in national 
capacity mechanisms’. It concluded, ‘if these concerns are confirmed, such capacity mechanisms may distort 
competition and lead to higher electricity prices by unduly favouring particular producers or technologies, 
and they may create obstacles to trade in electricity across borders’. It doesn’t say much on the UK  
capacity market - that’s already been subject to an EC ruling. But overall it seems not to like this sort  
of market intervention: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/energy/capacity_mechanism_report_en.pdf 
http://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-says-state-payments-to-keep-power-plants-on-standby-dont-break-rules-1460543767 

North 
power 
IEA- 
Nordic 
energy 
review  
http://n
ordicwa
y.org  
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France is the EU’s second largest renewable producer/consumer     EU Progress

 

 

A new IEA-RETD report comparing policies and practices across a range of countries notes 
that, in 2013, 17.6% of France’s electricity production was from renewables. And under the 
2009 EU Renewable Energy Directive, 23% of France’s final energy consumption must be 
generated from renewables by 2020.

 

The government has committed to reducing the nuclear 
share in the electricity mix from 75% to 50% by 2025, though that assumes that overall 
demand will increase. The report says that, even so, this will open opportunities for other 
sources, while the introduction of a capacity market, expected sometime in 2016/17, will 
support the development of more flexible resources, and complement plans for increase 
renewable generation. The IEA notes that electricity from renewables is promoted through a 
feed-in tariff system (only surviving for onshore wind as to date) whereas tax benefits and a 
tendering system are available for large renewable energy projects.

 

But it says a new more 
market based support mechanism is expected to come into force by the end of 2016 or early 
2017, in order to bring the French subsidy scheme in alignment with recent EU guidelines on 
state aid for energy.

 

The main objective of the new support system is to prevent the over - and 
under production of capacity in France, and to better reflect cost evolutions and market price 
convergence for mature technologies, such as onshore wind and solar PV. Options include 
CfD-style premium markets, as in the UK, and green certificate quota trading systems, as in 
Norway. http://iea-retd.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/RE-DELAYS-final-report.pdf  
Germany is still powering ahead, with renewables supplying over 32% of electricity. 
However, total CO2 emissions rose slightly (by 1.1%) last year, from the use of coal & oil: 
www.climatechangenews.com/2016/03/14/german-co2-emissions-rise-10-million-tonnes-in-2015/ 
Some of this is due to the expansion of coal burning for export- currently very lucrative. Even 
so the German Utilities are loosing money as renewables squeeze them out of key markets. 
http://cdn-02.independent.ie/incoming/article34550852.ece/625c6/ALTERNATES/h342/Business_GermanUtilitiesDemise.png 
But on-land wind and PV growth may slow given a new worrying cost-cutting policy shift: 
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/germany-slows-down-energy-transition-and-pushes-back-citizen-energy-62805  
Equally worryingly, offshore wind may slow too, as FiTs give way to contract auctions: 
http://www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1393115/analysis-industry-questions-german-sustainability 
And though demand management is ramping up to provide balancing, much more is needed: 
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Kuzemko-Ofgem-March16.pdf 

Denmark The pioneering Energy Academy is part of the Samsø’s Fossil-Free Island. 
It has won continued funding until 2018. It’s already self-sufficient in energy from wind and 
solar, but a new project involves the use by the ferry to Jutland of locally produced biogas. It 
is also investigating smart energy management options. http://energiakademiet.dk/en/fossilfri-o/           
But coastal wind projects are being halted in favour of offshore later-they’re now seen as better: 
www.thegwpf.com/denmark-cancels-all-coastal-wind-farms-delays-new-built-until-2025/ GWPF also relayed news 
of other possible shifts: www.thegwpf.com/denmarks-liberal-government-to-roll-back-renewable-energy-policy/  

Spain The wind/hydro pumped storage system on the El Hierro Canary Island is clever. 
But its performance has been the subject of some debate: http://euanmearns.com/el-hierro-renewable-
energy-project-september-2015-performance-review/ and http://euanmearns.com/el-hierro-januaryfebruary-2016-update/ 
More recently: http://euanmearns.com/a-preliminary-reservoir-balance-calculation-for-el-hierro/ 

Poland Siting rules the government proposes may undermine wind: 
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1387346/analysis-proposed-polish-law-puts-damper-wind 
Norway tries for some CCS on a large waste-to-energy plant: 
http://insights.globalspec.com/article/2137/carbon-capture-begins-at-waste-to-energy-plant 
 

EU Nuclear clean-up crisis  A €253bn nuclear clean up bill!  
The European commission says the sum breaks down into €123bn for the decommissioning of old reactors and 
€130bn for the management of spent fuel, radioactive waste and deep geological disposal, and the total outstrips 
available funds by €120bn: www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/apr/04/europe-faces-253bn-nuclear-waste-bill 

Gibraltar 
100kW of Eco Wave 
Power: l5MW soon 
www.renewableenergyworld
.com/articles/2016/06/wave-
energy-project-begins-
exporting-power-to-
gibraltar-s-power-grid.htm  
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More US Offshore wind           Around the world 
 

The US Bureau of Ocean Energy Management has identified a ‘Wind Energy Area’ off New 
York State that may be suitable for commercial offshore wind development, 20 km south of 
Long Beach on Long Island, covering 328.3 sq. km. In 2014, New York State set a target to 
get 50% of its power from renewables 
by 2030. Projects off New Jersey are 
already planned, as the US finally gets 
into offshore wind. 3 GW by 2020? 
US logging for UK biomass 
In 2014, almost 75% of all US wood 
pellet exports went to the UK, mainly for power plants: www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm   
The UK’s Drax says it’s sustainably sourced: www.drax.com/media/56583/biomass-supply-report-2014.pdf 
But there may be eco-impact issues: www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324082604578485491298208114   
PV hit Roof-top PV solar could supply 39% of US power: www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/65298.pdf 
And some see this sort of distributed generation, with battery storage added, as the way ahead 
- despite the better economics of utility scale generation. See this interesting Haas debate: 
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2015/05/04/is-the-future-of-electricity-generation-really-distributed/ 
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/is-distributed-generation-the-answer-to-regulatory-dysfunction/ 
But there are deployment problems, as support levels fall and net metering rules change: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/blogs/2016/03/time_of_reckoningfo.html 
For a grim prognosis see: http://euanmearns.com/net-metering-and-the-death-of-us-rooftop-solar/ 
SunEdison got hit: www.wsj.com/articles/sunedison-said-to-be-preparing-to-file-for-bankruptcy-1459548775 On 
the big CSP plant side, Ivanpah in Nevada has also been facing economic problems and had a 
small fire. So solar has issues in the US. Interestingly, a US paper, comparing US and German 
renewable progress, suggest Germany is doing better on most measures: 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2743696 But the US is now getting into storage, with 13GW planned: 
www.utilitydive.com/news/white-house-initiative-targets-13-gw-of-energy-storage/421117/ 
And it is backing the COP21 Paris accord, with Obama taking climate issues seriously: 

www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/04/04/as-the-climate-changes-risks-to-human-health-will-
accelerate-obama-administration-says/  Trump though says he would reneg on it. 
Japan Municipal PV moves ahead: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/03/japan-at-the-
electricity-crossroads-nuclear-power-to-lower-electricity-bills-or-solar-power-to-create-resiliency.html 
The post-Fukushima liberalisation of the power sector, aimed at reducing the monopoly 
power of the big utilities, should lead to more initiatives like this - 130 new energy retailers 
have entered the market. But there is a way to go - currently Japan has the lowest level of 
renewable power among G7 countries, 3.2% solar and wind and 9% hydro in 2014. The target 
is to get 22-24% of power from renewables by 2030, with PV contributing 7%. Since that 
looked like being achieved by the generous PV feed-in tariffs, they have now been reduced: 
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Policy-Politics/Japan-s-solar-power-feed-in-tariff-to-fall-20-or-more-in-3-years 
Over 20 GW of PV is in place, but about 10% of PV output is not utilised due to the lack of 
measures to capture the off-peak surplus power. So storage is the next big thing: 
www.ukerc.ac.uk/network/network-news/guest-blog-japan-s-renewables-challenge.html - sthash.0RE5p6xx.dpuf 

India Renewables overtake nuclear and grow faster: they’re easier & quicker to install.  
In the financial year 2014-15 they supplied 5.6% of India’s electricity, as against 3.2% for 
nuclear- 61.8 GWh v 36.1 GWh. In 2013-14 & 2014-15, renewables grew 11.7% & 16.2%, 
respectively, while nuclear growth has been almost flat over that period. Wind at 25 GW 
supplies 65% of India’s renewable energy but solar is growing faster, with PV reaching 5,775 
MW in Feb 2016. The national solar mission target is 100 GW by 2022. Nuclear is at 5,780 
MW, 1,500 MW is being built, 3,400 MW more has been cleared, in all 10,680 MW by 2020. 
www.indiaspend.com/cover-story/cheaper-renewable-energy-soars-past-nuclear-power-in-india-38837 
Coal will still dominate- though 16GWof new coal plant has just been halted: 
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2016/06/india-cancels-plans-for-16-gw-of-coal-power.html 
Even so, India is unlikely to sign the Paris COP21 accord until 2017 or even  
later. And tragically its flagship 0.5 GW PV project is in financial trouble: 
http://eandt.theiet.org/news/2016/apr/india-solar.cfm It’s one of 32 planned… 

Micro grid www.decentralized-energy.com/articles/2016/03/brooklyn-
to-host-pioneering-microgrid-project.html    Out of Brooklyn… 
 

Offgrid PV with storage & CHP cheap in some locations 
www.academia.edu/25363058/Emerging_Economic_Viability_of_Grid_Defect
ion_in_a_Northern_Climate_Using_Solar_Hybrid_Systems 
 

 

Azerbaijan  
plans a 200MW  
wind project on 
Caspian sea 
platforms for 
2018.  
. 
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China Under its new 5 year plan it aims to more than double its wind energy capacity (to 
250 GW), and nearly treble its solar capacity (to 160 GW), accelerating well ahead of the EU: 
www.e3g.org/library/china-accelerates-while-europe-deliberates-on-the-clean-energy-transition                                 
And on a vastly grander scale, there are also Chinese proposals for global HVDC supergrid:   
www.nbcnews.com/business/energy/china-unveils-proposal-50-trillion-global-electricity-network-n548376 
Curtailment issues The Chinese government has issued a major policy announcement on 
renewables, aimed at reducing the perennially high level of curtailment of energy from wind, 
solar, hydro, and other renewable resources. A key feature of the new ‘Document 625’ is a 
call to directly compensate renewable energy generators for curtailment, with the costs to be 
paid by conventional generators, except in certain cases, such as unplanned maintenance of 
transmission lines, when grid companies will be responsible. There are already rules stating 
that all the output from renewables must be used, but they have not been very effectively 
applied, and the new document seeks to guarantee this, with central government agencies now 
being responsible for planning this rather than, as formerly, provincial government agencies: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/04/china-s-string-of-new-policies-addressing-renewable-energy-
curtailment-an-update.html 

Saudi shift ‘Within 20 years, we’ll be an economy or state that doesn’t depend mainly on 
oil.’ So said Saudi Arabia’s Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman in March. And  
the Saudi government later announced plans for a $2 trillion investment fund for the post-oil 
era, entitled: ‘Solar energy in Saudi Arabia: opportunity became inevitable.’ It’s ‘Vision 
2030’ plan targets 9.5 GW of wind & solar. That’s actually a bit of a scale-back from earlier 
proposals, in the much touted $100bn 20 year programme, but it’s still around 14% of supply: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/05/saudi-arabia-to-revive-its-solar-power-program-at-smaller-scale.html 
Jeremey Leggett looks at the drive to solar there and elsewhere: 
www.jeremyleggett.net/2016/04/the-opportunity-and-imperative-for-saudi-arabia-to-be-a-global-solar-hub/  
Dubai -1GW of CSP planned: http://gizmodo.com/dubai-is-building-the-worlds-largest-concentrated-solar-1780781150 

Russian delays Russia’s renewable programme is tiny, with just a 4.5% by 2020 target. 
And now implementation of several projects initiated in 2013-2014 has been postponed, since 
the devaluation of the Russian rouble against hard currency made the projects too expensive. 
In particular, contracts have been cancelled for two solar power plants with the overall 
capacity of 30 MW in Astrahan Oblast, initiated in 2013 by local company Sun Energy. 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/04/solar-projects-cancelled-in-southern-central-russia.html But the 
Russian Energy Ministry says it may increase PV quotas for 2016-19 to ‘correct imbalances’: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/03/imbalance-declared-for-russian-alternative-energy-industry.html 

Australian potential The Institute for Sustainable Futures in Sydney says a rapid 
transition to a 100% renewable energy system can save Australia money, with avoided fuel 
costs quickly offsetting the extra capital expenditure on renewable energy installations. The 
report looks at a scenario with a high level of renewables in the electricity grid, but with most 
transport reliant on fossil fuels, and another, the Advanced Renewables scenario, with a 
totally renewable electricity system by 2030 and a fully renewable energy system by 2050, by 
which time ‘the combined power & transport fuel cost savings would cover around 110% of 
the capital investment cost. New renewable power generation needed for a 100% renewable 
energy system can therefore be financed by fuel cost savings before 2050.’ PV dominates. 
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/new-report-shows-100-renewable-by-2030-can-save-australia-money-93765 
CETO Wave buoy in: www.engadget.com/2015/03/17/underwater-aussie-wave-farms-pump-both-power-and-water/ 
Coal out: http://reneweconomy.com.au/2016/brown-coals-bleak-future-victoria-ramps-renewables-87246 
Tasmanian problems - due to a fault on the undersea power interconnector linking to the Australian 
grid and low water levels in its extensive hydro projects, following a drought. Gas & imported diesel plants 
had to be used in an emergency step to fill the gap. It may need more wind capacity- and better cross links: 
www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/mar/03/tasmanian-power-crisis-reveals-urgent-need-for-more-renewable-energy 
 

WREC 15 The next of the major biannual gatherings of WREN’s World Renewable Energy Congress 
is in Indonesia at the end of Sept. With support for renewables growing in the East, it should be a key event: 
www.wrec2016indonesia.com/wrec2016-news-1.html WREC 16: www.wrec2016indonesia.com 
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Nuclear- still with us…              Nuclear News 
So are the risks: www.sgr.org.uk/resources/statistically-assessing-risks-commercial-nuclear-energy 

 
http://ecowatch.com/2016/03/11/nuclear-power-plants-map/ China is the main source of new output 

..but more old plants face closure & problems new ones too 
France is to close the old Fessenheim plant by the end of this year, a reversal of  its earlier 
plan to keep it going until the new much delayed Flamanville EPR came on-line. There was 
evidently pressure from Germany and the Switzerland - it’s near the borders of both: 
www.dw.com/en/france-to-close-nuclear-power-plant-after-german-and-swiss-criticism/a-19099349  
In addition to the problems with Flamanville, 400 quality assurance problems have also now 
emerged with components forged by Areva, which could have implications for other plants: 
www.french-nuclear-safety.fr/Information/News-releases/Irregularities-concerning-components-manufactured-in-its-Creusot-Forge-plant  
Germany is to close all the rest of its plants in 2022, but E.ON has noted that, rather than 
providing only baseload power, its 1.4 GW Grohnde reactor is now also providing some grid 
stability, running for up to 600 hours each month to regulate load. E.ON said, it has increased 
its capacity to ramp up or down fourfold to 40 MW per minute.  Some reactors can do this, in 
the extreme by dumping steam, but it undermines their economics. Gas plants can do it faster.  
www.platts.com/latest-news/electric-power/london/german-nuclear-power-reactor-hits-world-record-21087532 
Belgium An alliance of 30 cities and districts from three countries is trying to shut down 
two ageing Belgian reactors close to their borders. Cologne and Dusseldorf in Germany, 
Luxembourg City and Maastricht in the Netherlands are among the cities co-funding a lawsuit 
to close Tihange 2, which, along with Doel 3, reopened last December after a repair process 
that lasted 21 months. Doel 3 on the Dutch border had to be shut down again one week later. 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/03/border-tensions-rumble-over-aging-belgian-nuclear-reactors 
Sweden With wholesale power prices in Sweden lower than the breakeven price for nuclear 
generation, there were plans, or threats, to close most if not all its nuclear plants. Replacing 
them would be hard: http://euanmearns.com/the-looming-nordic-energy-crisis/ But that’s now the plan: 
www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/reuters/article-3635437/Sweden-cut-taxes-nuclear-power-generation.html 
India is having problems with leaks: http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/kakrapar-atomic-
power-station-leak-shutdown/ and http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/Kudankulam-nuclear-power-reactor-shut-
down-again-due-to-steam-leak-in-turbine/articleshow/50865643.cms 
China says it will double its nuclear capacity under the country’s latest Five-Year Plan. Up 
from under 2% of electricity at present. But start-up delays may continue to intervene:  
http://asian-power.com/power-utility/news/chinas-debut-westinghouse-reactor-delayed-again-until-june-2017 
USA Opposition to nuclear has risen sharply to the highest level since Gallup began annual 
polling on the subject 22 years ago. 54% of US respondents in its national poll were some 
what opposed or strongly opposed to nuclear energy, the first time since 2001 that more were 
opposed than in favour. The number saying they somewhat or strongly supported nuclear 
energy, 44%, was the lowest since polling began in 1994. Gallup said the results suggest that 
low energy prices and a ‘perceived abundance of energy sources’ are affecting attitudes.  
www.platts.com/latest-news/electric-power/washington/majority-in-us-opposed-to-nuclear-power-gallup-21124528 
New Reactor issues:  www.nytimes.com/2016/03/22/science/nuclear-energy-power-plants-advanced-reactors.html 
Election: http://commondreams.org/news/2016/03/21/while-sanders-rejects-it-clinton-embraces-nuclear-part-clean-energy-vision    
With anti-nuke Sanders out of it, its Trump v Clinton. Like Clinton, Trump has backed nuclear: 
http://video.foxnews.com/v/4586873/trump-we-do-need-nuclear-energy/? - sp=show-clips 

The WNA’s  
World Nuclear 
Performance Report 
2016 tries to put a 
positive spin on nuclear, 
but renewables still 
produce twice its global 
output - stuck at 10%. 
www.ecowatch.com/the-
future-of-nuclear-power-is-
challenging-says-wna-
report-1906488464.html 
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 Forum Odds and ends for you to chew on  Comments welcome! 

Good Posts Ian Marchant’s provocative energy policy Blogs for the Energy Institute 
are worth a look: e.g.: https://blog.energyinst.org/2016/03/04/renewable-energy-an-uncomfortable-position/ 
http://blog.energyinst.org/2016/01/06/we-dont-want-energy-storage/ But for a challenging analysis of gas 
v renewable costs see: http://euanmearns.com/estimating-life-time-costs-for-renewable-energy-in-europe/ 
Well, most agree that gas can be cheap, but its use adds to emissions and reserves are finite, 
unlike renewables, which are getting cheaper, even with balancing costs added. As a recent 
Carbon Trust/Imperial College report says, in whole system terms, a ‘combination of fast (and 
affordable) energy storage with renewables is more cost effective than gas CCS in providing 
base-load supply’: www.carbontrust.com/media/672486/energy-storage-report.pdf. However, Energy Matters 
clearly see storage as limited, especially large-scale long-term storage options: http://euanmearns.com/is-large-
scale-energy-storage-dead/ That seems overstated e.g. underground compressed air storage looks 
promising. So does cavern hydrogen storage - it can be used for long-term balancing plants 
using stored green gas. And there are other firm renewables like hydro and geothermal. But 
then Energy Matters backs nuclear. As do some others. For recent very pro-nuclear views, the 
first based on one interpretation of a recent ERP study, the second on some of the arguably 
contentious official assessments of the impacts of Chernobyl and Fukushima, see: 
https://judithcurry.com/2016/01/19/is-nuclear-the-cheapest-way-to-decarbonize-electricity/ 
www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2016/apr/11/time-dispel-myths-about-nuclear-power-chernobyl-fukushima 
On the economics case, note ERP’s response quoted in the article: ‘Using DECC’s cost 
estimates the differences in economic value to the system between the key options examined 
(nuclear, gas-CCS and onshore wind) are much smaller than the margin of error estimating 
those costs’. And here are some counter views on nuclear risks: http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.02380 and  
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214629615301067 Also see ‘energy returns’ below. It’s 
also perhaps worth noting that, on the basis of a February poll conducted by Japan’s national 
broadcaster NHK, over 70% of the Japanese public were in favour of completely or partially 
abandoning the use of nuclear power, with 22% wanting nuclear abandoned completely and 
only 3% backing new plants. Nearly all plants are still shut, with restarts strongly opposed. 
DECC DECC is gone, but before it went there was a reorganization in which the Office 
of Renewable Deployment seemed to vanish. It was set up in parallel with the Office of 
Nuclear Development, which was still in there. But the Energy Efficiency Deployment 
Office wasn’t: it was shut last year. Will the new BEIS pick up any of this? 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/507519/decc-organogram-external.pdf 
DECC wont have liked Private Eye’s irreverent Old Sparky energy policy column, though 
that has its own agenda, which means it sometimes hits out in odd ways. It’s recent ‘Keeping 
the Lights On’ coverage (issue 1415) correctly noted that the capacity market auction process 
was being used a little desperately to try to get more support for new CCGT gas plants, but 
had failed so far. Instead it had supported some gas peaking plants. You could argue that this 
was inevitable since that’s what the mechanism was in part meant to do: to help with 
peak/variable renewable balancing. However Old Sparky doesn’t seem to like renewables, so 
it was portrayed as a costly error, with ‘substantially higher than the £1bn of capacity 
contracts awarded last year’. The point is made that most of the money went to existing 
plants, which didn’t need it, but not the key point that, instead of these fossil and nuclear 
projects, the focus should arguably have been on new storage and demand response options - 
to aid balancing.   
*The government isn’t the only source of conflict/silliness: Ecotricity & Tesla have fallen out: 
www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Ecotricity-v-Tesla-Dale-Vince-wins-latest-spat/story-29056401-detail/story.html 
 

Hydro not so bad?  Some say that big hydro is bad environmentally  
As well as being invasive, some big dams generate more greenhouse gassed than they avoid from the biomass 
that comes down stream continually and collects up in a sump effect, anaerobically converting to methane gas, 
more so in hot climates with heavy vegetation. Well maybe, in some locations, but surely the biomass would 
have rotted anyway without the dam? Though perhaps not so efficiently down stream as when trapped together 
in a reservoir sump? www.climatecentral.org/news/tropical-dams-methane-18019 
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Party time: will UK energy policy improve? 
It’s Party Conference time. Mostly these annual conventions are stage-managed non-events, 
with polices being sorted long before, but Labour’s conference might be different this time 
given Corbyn’s commitment to open debate - assuming he survives! It is still all inevitably 
limited and shaped by a need to appeal to potential voters as well a constituent party groups 
and supporters, but given that Labour needs to develop a clear set of new policies, some 
radical ideas may yet get an airing. On energy for example. One time Energy spokesperson 
Nandy had indicated Labour’s displeasure at the governments handling of the Hinkley affair, 
but she is pro-nuclear. As are some powerful Unions. Kevin Coyne, national energy officer at 
the Unite trade union, said ‘We want to unpack the boots and shovels and get on with the job’. 
Can Labour break free of this and position itself as a progressive pro-renewables force?   
It seems impossible for the Conservatives to do this now, given the scale of the cuts it’s 
made. Although David Cameron did point out that ‘99% of the solar panels in this country 
have been installed since I became Prime Minister’ and that ‘we are on track to deliver a 
target of at least 30% from renewable sources by 2020. Almost all of that will have happened 
under a Conservative-led Government’ (Hansard 16/3/16). But, post-Referendum, change is 
underway and so the battles continue on all fronts, even if energy may not be very high on the 
agenda of most parties, the Green Party aside. And maybe the Lib Dems & SNP. 
Dave Elliott fed a short manifesto on energy into Labour’s policy review consultation process: 
www.yourbritain.org.uk/agenda-2020/commissions/economy/   
However, some say we are wasting our time on energy politics, trying to consciously create a 
full energy transition, since history shows that ‘there has never been an energy transition; 
rather, we have simply seen the addition of new sources of primary energy.’ So say Bonneuil 
and Fressoz, in ‘The Shock of the Anthropocene’ (Verso). What happens is due to extraneous 
non-energy related political & economic factors. For a reaction see: 
www.ukerc.ac.uk/network/network-news/bad-news-on-energy-transitions.html  

Eco Trump: a US election spoof.. 
A nationwide carbon tax could fund the construction of a wall between the US and Mexico, 
Republican presidential hopeful Donald Trump allegedly said in a surprise policy U-turn on 
climate. Previously he’d said that he was ‘not a big believer’ in man-made global warming. 
But he now allegedly says with his new policy ‘we make the left-wing tree-huggers happy by 
introducing a price on carbon, and we make my right-wing supporters happy by closing the 
funding gap for my wall’. This (mock) story emerged on April 1st http://carbon-pulse.com/17802/ 
GOP: www.dw.com/en/republican-platform-aims-to-dismantle-us-environment-and-climate-laws/a-19410635 

…and a bleak view on Germany’s Energiewende 
The arch-contrarian Global Warming Policy Foundation isn’t a fan! www.thegwpf.com/germanys-
green-energy-fiasco-one-of-the-most-monumental-blunders-of-modern-governance/ PV and wind are seen 
failed economic problems. It’s certainly true that, as energy prices fall, due in part due to the 
success of renewables, it’s not just old fossil and nuclear plants that suffer, older less efficient 
renewable projects can also face problems, as has happened it seems with old wind turbines in 
the Netherlands: www.nltimes.nl/2016/04/14/hundreds-dutch-green-energy-windmills-operating-loss/ They 
need replacing with new better designs- reblading. It’s a general problem: in market contexts, 
the costs of success is that competitive margins fall, but the incentive to invest in upgrades 
may be less, unless they can raise profits significantly. It’s one reason why some say that in 
the absence of markets with fully internalised carbon-costing, subsidies will still be needed to 
gain the environmental benefits of keeping these projects going. Though the savings from 
avoiding the costs and risks of using fossil and nuclear fuel should in time balance that out. 
But don’t except ‘free market’ conventional source advocates to agree: they hate subsidies, 
though they down-play those given to fossil and nuclear, as in this rather partisan US post! 
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/energy-environment/276425-the-fuzzy-accounting-behind-renewable-energys-falling 
Globally, fossil subsidies are much larger: www.odi.org.uk/subsidies-change-the-game 

Missed RT2.0? 
www.radicaltechnology.org 
We’ll cover it soon… 
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Nuclear energy returns on energy invested                 
Some claim that nuclear power is clean energy source, though others disagree strongly: 
www.nirs.org/factsheets/nuclearenergyisdirtyenergy2014.pdf One of the counter arguments is that it 
isn’t low carbon since the mining and transport of uranium ore is very energy intensive and 
mostly powered using fossil fuels e.g. for huge diesel-fuelled strip mining vehicles. Well that 
may longer be the case. There are now some electric powered mining vehicles and in theory 
the grid electricity used can come from renewables or indeed nuclear sources.  See:              
www.mining-technology.com/projects/palabora/palabora4.html  and www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiZn6dqTuy4   
Similarly for ore processing. Even so, as ore grade quality falls, more energy will be needed 
for all this, and there will be diminishing energy returns on energy invested, below the 
already very low current 15:1 nuclear fuel cycle ratio. By contrast, EROEIs for most 
renewables are much better (e.g. Harvey’s 2010 book put wind at up to 80:1) and rising.  
And of course there can also be other impacts if nuclear technology goes wrong: 
www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/publications/nuclear/2016/Nuclear_Scars.pdf 
www.indymedia.org.uk/en/regions/manchester/2009/09/437335.html  But some disagree: www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-
35761136  For an annotated response see: www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrgdAA5oiIA&feature=youtu.be and 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-35784923 The economics are also disputed. Nuclear plant costs have 
been rising, in the US and France especially: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421513011440 
But some say that’s not always the case: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516300106 
There may well be cases where cheaper plants have gone ahead, but they have typically been 
in Asia, where labour and capital borrowing is often cheaper and safety regulation perhaps 
less tough. Though the cost data used in this study has been challenged as unrepresentative: 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516301690 and the analysis as fundamentally 
flawed: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516301549 For what its worth, the study’s 
authors all seem to be members of the US Breakthrough Institution, which promotes high 
technology growth and nuclear power: http://thebreakthrough.org/ They may like this - nuclear 
planes & rockets: http://uk.businessinsider.com/boeing-just-patented-a-jet-engine-powered-by-lasers-and-nuclear-
explosions-2015-7?r=US&IR=T www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2016-03/18/nuclear-propulsion-nasa-mars-humans 
Nuclear Toast ‘My sense as I speak to you here today is that nuclear energy is toast.’ 
So said New York Times Reporter Eduardo Porter, as he opened a debate on ‘Nuclear Energy 
& the Clean Energy Future’ at New York University: www.powermag.com/is-nuclear-energy-toast 
That was mainly due to its poor economics, but the rising terrorists threat may even eclipse that.  
www.albawaba.com/editorchoice/potentially-atomic-disaster-two-belgian-nuclear-power-plant-workers-join-daesh-822022 
www.nytimes.com/2016/04/05/opinion/could-there-be-a-terrorist-fukushima.html This threat surely makes siting 
small nuclear plants in or near cities look like a very bad idea. So does their poor economics: 
www.academia.edu/8114310/One_size_doesn_t_fit_all_Social_priorities_and_technical_conflicts_for_small_modular_react
ors and http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/nuclear/the-forgotten-history-of-small-nuclear-reactors 
And what’s this really about: making nuclear look good, or just offloading UK waste on the US? 
www.ciwm-journal.co.uk/cameron-announce-deal-ship-record-amount-nuclear-waste-us/ 
But then the US is odd: Wisconsin has just repealed its 1983 moratorium on new nuclear… 
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Wisconsin-lifts-nuclear-moratorium-0404168.html Iran also has the same dream: 
www.tehrantimes.com/news/300440/Iran-plans-to-build-9-nuclear-power-plants-by-2025 Surely by now it should be 
clear to most that there are better alternatives and that the nuclear argument does not stack up: 
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2987577/renewable_energy_versus_nuclear_dispelling_the_myths.html 

Climate change: CCS is the ‘best option’ 
Oxford Prof. Myles Allen says that investing in carbon capture is vital since it can be 
cheaper than ‘early’ mitigation via renewables and nuclear and so offers a ‘backstop’ option, 
enabling growth to continue so as to provide finance for mitigation. A bit of a convoluted 
argument, especially since he says ‘early investment in carbon dioxide disposal is crucial 
because most of the cheapest options, like underground storage, will take decades to develop 
and gain public acceptance’: www.nature.com/nclimate/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nclimate2977.html 
But clearly investment in unabated fossil plants is doomed - they will become unusable 
‘stranded assets’ in a <2 degree C world: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261916302495 
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